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Shifting of attention in Parkinson's diseaseTitle

Abstract Objectives. The ability te focus attention in Parkinson's disease (PD) is controversial. In the 
present report we studied the importance of the internal scurces of attention using a 
modified version of Posner's paradigm.

Design/methods. Nine patients with PD belonging to stage I of the H-Y scale and nine to 
stage 3 participated in the study. Nine elderly subjects and nine ycung subjects served as 
controls. All participants were screened by means of Mini Mental State Examination, Rayen's 
coloured Progressive Matrices PM47, Wisconsin Card sorting test and a simple visual test 
(Albert test} in order to exclude any sign of cognitive decline. Subjects sat in front of a CRT 
screen driven by IBM compatible computer. The head was positioned in an adjustable
head-and-chin rest at a distance of 57 cm from the screen. The stimulus locations were 
marked by boxes(one in the left and one in the right hemifield) and three kinds of cue were 
used flash, arrows and digits). The cues differed in the degree of internal control required.

Results and Conclusion. A comparison between PD and elderly aged-matched subjects 
showed patients to be slower than normal ones.
The validity effect was significant with the less demanding cues (flash and arrows); the 
affect was much slower and not significant with the more demanding cue (digit) . The same 
pattern of results was present in patients and controls. A comparison between elderly and 
young subjects showed a validity effect with digit cue much stronger in young than in elderly 
subjects. PD patients seem as much affected as normal age-matched in using internal 
attentional control and aging may play a crucial role in this regard.
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